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Magnetism in the upper HRD

• Stars with radiative envelopes (O, B and A) have a flat incidence of 
surface fields (~10%)

• No apparent correlation between magnetic and stellar properties

• Fields have a mostly dipolar topology, stable over decades



Magnetism in the upper HRD

• Magnetic fields have a crucial importance with respect to stellar 
evolution (e.g. Keszthelyi et al. 2019)

• Magnetic massive and intermediate-mass stars are an interesting 
physical “laboratory”

• High-mass magnetic stars could provide a viable channel to form 
heavy stellar-mass black holes at solar luminosity (Petit et al. 2017)
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Spectropolarimetric surveys

• MiMeS (Magnetism in Massive Stars)

• BOB (B-fields in OB stars)

• BinaMIcS (Binarity and Magnetic Interactions in various classes of 
Stars)

• LIFE (Large Impact of magnetic Fields on the Evolution of hot stars)



ESPaDOnS’ legacy

Wade et al. (2016)



Open questions

• What is the origin of these fields?

• (Why) does the magnetic “desert” exist?

• How do these fields evolve over time (e.g. flux conservation, Ohmic
decay, additional field generation/destruction mechanisms)?



Open questions

Shultz et al. (in prep.)



Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS)

• ~85% of the whole sky over 2 years

• 26 “sectors”, each covering 4×24°×24° over 27.4 d

• Pixel size: 21”

• 30-min cadence (FFI), 200K targets with 2-min cadence



Magnetic OB[A] Stars with TESS: probing their 
Evolutionary and Rotational properties (MOBSTER)

• Enhancing the legacy of ESPaDOnS observations and previous 
spectropolarimetric surveys by studying known magnetic stars

• Improving statistics for massive and intermediate-mass stars by 
obtaining follow-up spectropolarimetric observations of highly-
probable magnetic candidates 
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Rotational modulation – Massive stars

Munoz et al. (2018)Petit et al. (2015)



Rotational modulation – Intermediate mass 
stars

Kochukhov et al. (2015)



Spectropolarimetric follow-up

• Dedicated studies acquiring follow-up spectropolarimetric
observations of stars with rotationally modulated light curves yield a 
high detection rate (e.g. Buysschaert et al. 2018; 11/16)

• Given the larger exposure times required for fainter targets, this type 
of observational strategy will allow us to improve our statistics 
efficiently



Spectropolarimetric follow-up

Wade et al. (2016)



Spectropolarimetric follow-up

Wade et al. (2016)



Identification of magnetic candidates

• Currently, 2-min cadence data released for TESS sectors 1-9

• Automated identification of magnetic candidates yielded ~330 
candidates in first 7 sectors

• Finalized candidate selection pipeline to be developed shortly



Early results – Known magnetic stars in 
sectors 1 and 2

David-Uraz et al. (2019)



Early results – rotationally modulated A-star 
light curves

Sikora et al. (submitted)



Preliminary results – HD 62658

Shultz et al. (in prep.)



Preliminary results – s Ori E spindown

Petit et al. (in prep.)



Preliminary results – HD 27463

Khalack et al. (in prep.)



Other planned projects

• Analysis of the light curve of z Ori A (J. Labadie-Bartz & C. Neiner)

• Using MHD simulations to predict photometric variations due to dynamic 
flows in magnetospheres (A. David-Uraz & A. ud-Doula)

• Photometric variability of HgMn stars (O. Kochukhov)

• Magneto-asteroseismologic analysis of HD 43317 (D. Bowman)

• Analysis of slowly-rotating mCP stars (O. Kobzar & V. Khalack)



Conclusions

• MOBSTER will leverage TESS observations to characterize known 
magnetic stars and identify magnetic candidates

• Spectropolarimetric follow-up observations will be crucial to improve 
the statistics of our sample and hopefully answer fundamental 
questions about massive star magnetism



Future outcomes

• TESS cycle 2 will focus on the Northern ecliptic: should yield many 
magnetic candidates that are ideally visible from CFHT

• A targeted follow-up survey will efficiently detect many new magnetic 
fields and provide key measurements

• ESPaDOnS is ideally suited for this purpose

• SPIRou can hopefully be used as well (Zeeman splitting greater in the 
IR; e.g. Chojnowski et al. 2019)



Mahalo!


